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QUESTION 1

Regarding the VS technology of CE series switches on an SDN network, which of the following statements are true?
(Choose all that apply.) 

A. All ports on a forwarding chip of the LPU must be allocated to the VS in Group mode at the same time. 

B. All ports on a forwarding chip of the LPU must be allocated to the VS in Port mode at the same time. 

C. Any LPU ports can be freely assigned at any VS in Group mode. 

D. Any LPU ports can be freely assigned at any VS in Port mode. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://forum.huawei.com/enterprise/en/cloudengine-series-switches-faqs-4-3-vs/ thread/420793-861 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements about NETCONF are true? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. NETCONF provides a protection locking mechanism to prevent operations performed by multiple users from
conflicting with each other. 

B. NETCONF can query one or multiple records in a table and requires multiple interactions during this process. 

C. NETCONF uses XML coding for system compatibility and extensibility. 

D. NETCONF uses existing security protocols to ensure network security, and is not bound to any specific security
protocols. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://support.huawei.com/enterprise/en/doc/EDOC1000043093? section=j006#dc_fd_netconf_0007 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements about NetStream data are true? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. When using the V5 format, NetStream can export data packets before traffic aggregation. 

B. When using the V5 format, NetStream can export data packets after traffic aggregation. 

C. When using the V8 format, NetStream can export data packets before traffic aggregation. 

D. When using the V8 format, NetStream can export data packets after traffic aggregation. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://support.huawei.com/enterprise/en/doc/EDOC1000088753?section=j00e 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement about BGP is true? 

A. BGP is used in Ass or between Ass to transmit and control routing information. 

B. BGP is used in an AS to discover paths. 

C. BGP is directly carried in IP packets. 

D. BGP must establish peer relationships based on direct links. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://support.huawei.com/enterprise/en/doc/EDOC1100058403/cf72786c/overview-of-bgp 

 

QUESTION 5

SDN advocates overlay service cloudification and underlay hardware standardization. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www-file.huawei.com/-/media/corporate/pdf/publications/communicate/79/issue79en.pdf 
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